
Defending Containers



Containers allow developers to run software in a predictable 
environment, packaging up all code and its dependencies on any OS 
and host. Containers are easy to configure and use, especially when 
leveraging a popular managing framework like Docker. Containers 
are simple to scale and can be used for both developing and testing 
applications as well as for production environments.

The use of containers is growing rapidly. By 2022 more than 75% 
of global organizations will run containerized applications in their 
production environments. The increasing popularity of containers 
also brings new ways for threat actors to attack cloud environments. 

• Docker is the most common framework for building and shipping containers.

• Kubernetes is a well-known system for automated scaling, deployment and management of containers.

• Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) is a fully managed container orchestrator.

• Azure container services develop and manage containers, store image registries and are integrated with Kubernetes and 
OpenShift.

•  Google Cloud offers services for container registries and Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). 

•    LXC is a user space interface for Linux that lets users create and manage containers.

Intro

Common Attack Vectors for Containers

There are several ways threat actors can infect containers. It depends on the purpose of the attack. Keep in mind that an 
infected container is not isolated. An attacker can escape to the host and infect other containers or applications running on    
the environment.

Various container platforms and frameworks let users create, manage and scale containers. Each of these platforms has its 
own configuration and uniqueness but similarities do exist between them. Therefore, it really doesn’t matter which container 
orchestrator you use, containers can be attacked on any framework. We will focus on the following orchestrators: 

Attackers can use any of these vectors as a means to conduct a larger attack on the cloud environment.

Once a container is compromised, an attacker can abuse the 
application that runs inside the container, or use the infected 
container itself as a means to compromise other containers and the 
entire cloud infrastructure. These attacks have varying motives, from 
cryptomining malware and DDoS attacks to installing backdoors and 
information stealing.

Attacks on containers ultimately depend on the attacker’s access to 
the container and their endgame. Let’s describe the ways in which 
containers can be hacked and what actions you can take to reduce 
the attack surface of your containerized environments.

We can generally classify container attack vectors into the following:

      Misconfigurations

   Software vulnerabilities

     Unauthorized access

   Supply chain attacks
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Misconfigured containers can expose the infrastructure to 
unauthorized access and attacks. Be cautious and aware of the 
services/networks installed when setting up your containerized 
environment.

One common mistake companies are making is exposing their 
Docker API ports without authentication checks on the Docker 

A Cloud Workload Protection Platform (CWPP) like Intezer Protect identifies misconfigurations and vulnerable software 
as well as protects your runtime environment against the latest attacks.

Misconfigurations 

A search in Shodan reveals thousands of hosts with exposed Docker APIs

Defense
• When configuring network policies never expose ports to the internet, especially on machines with an internet 

connection. Use restricted firewall rules and network policies to allow authorized connections, and limit container 
and pod communication.

• Use the security policies offered by the container orchestrator. For example, Pod Security Policies in Kubernetes 
define rules that all pods must follow in order to be part of the system.

• When using Docker, enable TLS authentication so that clients who connect remotely to the Docker daemon can do   
so securely.

• CIS benchmarks offer tools to verify configuration of the infrastructure is secure. Check out these tools for Docker 
and K8s.

•  Each container orchestrator has its own policies and options for setting up containerized systems. It is recommended 
to read the official documentation and adhere to their security recommendations: 

Privilege Escalation

An attacker with privileged access to a container, or with the ability 
to start a new privileged container, has the same capabilities and 
privileges as a root user on the host. 

This means an attacker with access to the Docker daemon can spawn 
a new container, obtain a shell, or use the mount/bind configuration 
to access sensitive information requiring root privileges, such as 
passwords, SSH configurations and AWS credentials. 

Defense

The privileged flag gives a container the abilities of a root user. 
This flag is a part of almost all container orchestrators. A container 
should have minimal privileges and especially not root privileges. 
If an attacker gains access to a privileged container through a 
vulnerability, they will have the same control as a root user on the 
host. 

Restrict the capabilities of a root user inside a container so that it 
will not have the same privileges as root on the host. To change the 
mapping from the root user inside a container to a non-root user, 
follow these instructions provided by Docker. 

A container with root privilege access to files located on the host

hosting machine. This gives anyone with access to the machine full 
control over the Docker daemon and its containers. This also gives 
attackers an immediate access vector to set up additional containers 
and potentially attempt a container escape to conduct further 
malicious activity on the environment.
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Software vulnerabilities exist in all cloud infrastructure layers, from 
application code, frameworks, libraries, and tools, to the OS and even 
the cloud provider. They can be publicly disclosed or unknown.

Vulnerable applications used by the image can be exploited by 
the attacker to run malicious code on the container. They can also 
attempt to gain root access on the container to control the host, 
infect it and spread to other containers.

A vulnerability in Apache Struts (CVE-2017-5638), for example, can 
lead to remote command execution. Attackers actively scan for 
vulnerable servers that use this software, exploit the vulnerability 
and then infect the image and steal its data, like what happened in 
the Equifax breach.

Vulnerable images can be created by a user or downloaded from a 
repository such as Docker Hub. Recent reporting cites that nearly half 
of all images on Docker Hub contain critical vulnerabilities. 

Software Vulnerability

Defense
• Scan images to identify vulnerabilities. There are a number of effective open-source tools that do this:

 - Anchore Engine uses a CVE database and user-defined policies based on the credentials                                             
  and content of a file’s blacklist.

 - Clair performs static analysis on each layer of the image to detect vulnerabilities.                                                    
   It leverages several vulnerability databases making it a very powerful tool. 

 - Major image registries offer image scanning as a built-in capability.                                                                           
  Docker Hub uses Snyk; AWS uses Clair; while GCP and Azure have their own scanners.

•   Reduce the attack surface by limiting the number of applications in the container. Keep only applications required for 
the purpose of the container. Make sure that all tools, applications, packages and frameworks are updated with the 
latest versions, and that they include the latest security patches. This includes software running in containers and on 
the host.

When creating a new image:
•    Use Linter to ensure your configuration is aligned with best practices. One of these tools, Haskell Dockerfile Linter, is 

open-source and helps you build Docker images. 

•    Keep it minimal. Don’t use a full OS image if it’s not mandatory and include only necessary libraries and tools. You can 
use the image of an alpine or busybox for this purpose.

• Sign and tag the image that will verify the integrity of the image. Notary is an open-source tool that allows publishers 
to share digitally signed images and containers. Users that pull these resources can verify the integrity of the content. 

•    In some cases a built-in user account is configured in the image. You should create a least-privileged user account 
with minimal permissions.

•   To have a smaller and more secure image use a multi-stage build. Use multiple FROM statements in your Dockerfile, 
each with a different base so that they each lead to a new stage of the build. Copy resources between the various 
stages and exclude resources you don’t need. 

The host OS and container orchestrators can also contain 
vulnerabilities. Docker and other container orchestrators implement 
their functionality on top of RunC. RunC is a portable, lightweight 
runtime container responsible for spawning and creating containers. 
Vulnerabilities in RunC can affect many products including 
Docker and LXC. One of these recent and severe vulnerabilities is              
CVE-2019-5736. It allows attackers to obtain host root access on 
these container types:

1. A new container with an image controlled by the attacker.

2. An existing container in which the attacker previously had write 
access. Can be attached with the Docker exec command.

Containers are based on a layer’s structure. Images are built on top 
of each other, therefore a vulnerable or compromised image can 
put any future container that will use it at risk. Use only known and 
trusted images.

Pre-runtime scanning tools are great for fixing known vulnerabilities 
but they don’t always account for unknown vulnerabilities until it’s 
too late.

Cloud Workload Protection Platforms like Intezer Protect are an 
important last line of defense for detecting unauthorized code in 
runtime following a successful vulnerability exploit by the attacker.

https://www.intezer.com/blog/cloud-security/kud-i-enter-your-server-new-vulnerabilities-in-microsoft-azure/
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-5638
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/09/massive-equifax-breach-caused-by-failure-to-patch-two-month-old-bug/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3599454/half-of-all-docker-hub-images-have-at-least-one-critical-vulnerability.html#:~:text=During%20their%20analysis%2C%20researchers%20from,the%20entire%20Docker%20Hub%20registry.&text=Cryptocurrency%20miners%20were%20the%20most,44%25%20of%20the%20malicious%20images.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-container-registries-introduction
https://github.com/hadolint/hadolint
https://docs.docker.com/notary/getting_started/
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Managing access to all layers of your technology stack—from cloud 
providers and compute resources to management consoles—is a 
complicated task, particularly in a cloud-native environment where 
different components must interact with each other.

Unauthorized Access

Defense
• Assign appropriate user privileges and grant the minimal permissions that each user should have. A user should be 

able to access as few resources as possible. They should only use resources related to their job function.

•    Disable unnecessary user accounts like those of a former employee.

•    Create security policies that will help you manage the roles and access privileges of users. 

•    Kubernetes has an RBAC authorization mechanism that manages users and roles. AWS and Google Cloud implement 
Identity Access Management (IAM) roles to enforce security policies.

•   Monitor, log and audit for: Administrators, users, activities, changes and login attempts.

•   Verify the images you use and build don’t include sensitive information or credentials. Use .dockerignore to specify 
files that should not be part of the image. Don’t mount files and folders that contain sensitive information.

Defense
When using images from public registries such as Docker Hub, only use the following:

 - Official images are images that are intellectual property of Docker.

 - Images from verified publishers mean the entity has been validated by Docker.

Images that contain private information or secret keys can expose 
the container and its information, as well as the entire cloud 
infrastructure. Threat actors have been known to use exposed 
credentials to control a compromised application, extract intel and 
extend their command over the host.

Supply Chain Attack
The supply chain is perhaps the most advanced way to target 
containers. There are two types of supply chain attacks in cloud-
native environments.

1. Infecting artifacts developed in-house: Attackers can infect the 
production environment by interfering with any part of the CI/CD 
pipeline, including the developer’s machine, or by accessing any 
system involved in the process. 

2. Deliver malicious code in libraries, packages, frameworks, or any 
external technology, including open and closed-source. It is possible 
for attackers to infect multiple organizations simultaneously just by 
compromising one component in the supply chain.

Attackers use image registries like Docker Hub to host infected 
images that users can download. When the image is used in a 
container, malicious code will be executed. 

Images stored in private repositories and local servers can be abused 
by attackers. Threat actors who have access from the inside use 
different techniques to compromise the registry, or tamper existing 
images to infect more victims in the network. This vector is mostly 
used in targeted attacks since it requires tailoring the attack to the 
specific organization.

When using community images pay close attention to the number of pulls. A low number can indicate the image is not 
commonly used. Proceed with caution since it’s common to find malware in these images.

Official image from Docker Hub

Verified publisher by Docker Hub

https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-authz/rbac/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/security_iam_id-based-policy-examples.html
https://cloud.google.com/iam/docs/understanding-roles
https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub/official_images/
https://blog.cyberint.com/what-you-need-to-know-about-code-repository-threats#cta_button_2034462_ee9a518e-a24c-4ef2-b74c-1598e61b3c91:~:text=The%202016%20Uber%20data%20breach%20was,world%20of%20data%20security%20was%20significant.
https://blog.cyberint.com/what-you-need-to-know-about-code-repository-threats#cta_button_2034462_ee9a518e-a24c-4ef2-b74c-1598e61b3c91:~:text=The%202016%20Uber%20data%20breach%20was,world%20of%20data%20security%20was%20significant.
https://www.zdnet.com/article/malicious-python-libraries-targeting-linux-servers-removed-from-pypi/#main:~:text=As%20for%20the%20malicious%20code%2C%20it,activated%20when%20installed%20on%20Linux%20systems.
https://threatpost.com/discord-stealing-malware-npm-packages/163265/#menu-social-menu:~:text=Three%20malicious%20software%20packages%20have%20been,information%20from%20Discord%20users%2C%20researchers%20said.
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3599454/half-of-all-docker-hub-images-have-at-least-one-critical-vulnerability.html#:~:text=During%20their%20analysis%2C%20researchers%20from,the%20entire%20Docker%20Hub%20registry.&text=Cryptocurrency%20miners%20were%20the%20most,44%25%20of%20the%20malicious%20images.


When setting up and using a local registry, verify the following:

•    Make sure the server that hosts the registry is not exposed to the internet. It is recommended to set up a restricted firewall 
that will deny any unauthorized access.

•    If the repository needs to be accessed remotely, secure access to the server using TLS and implement access restrictions.

• Add authentication for API requests and set up HTTP-Headers. 

•    More info about deploying a registry can be found on Docker’s site.

Attack Using a Container Image
This is not really an attack vector. Rather it’s a way of using infected 
container images as part of a greater attack. This occurs when threat 
actors have access to the container orchestrator, mostly by way 
of one of the attack vectors mentioned above. Container images 
are a powerful tool that attackers use to easily create containers 
and execute malicious code, or configure containers to escape to           
the host.

Attackers can use non-malicious images as a base and add malicious 
components—such as scripts, backdoors, miners, and other 
malware types—into the container. When creating a container, they 
set the image to alpine and configure the entrypoint to download 

Scanning for vulnerabilities pre-runtime does not prevent attacks 
that utilize non-malicious container images because in this scenario 
malicious code can only be identified in runtime.

and execute a cryptominer via a remote server. Commands in the 
entrypoint are the first commands to run as soon as the container is 
set up. The image in this type of attack is not malicious. Its purpose 
is to set up a basic environment with packages and tools the attacker 
will use to deliver malware. 

Attackers also create their own images that contain malware or 
scripts that download the malware from a remote server. This is 
an example of a supply chain attack. Once the attacker creates 
a container they will use their own image, typically hosted in a 
public repository. Our Tweet below describes an attack involving a 
malicious image hosted in Docker Hub containing XMRig Miner.

Attack uses a malicious Docker image to run XMRig 
Miner on the victim’s machine

Follow us on Twitter

We frequently publish about the 
latest malware samples

Defense
Try using a runtime Cloud Workload Protection Platform like Intezer 
Protect to detect unauthorized code inside a container and the host. 

The platform detects unauthorized code execution both on disk and 
in-memory which is crucial for detecting threats such as malicious code 
injections, packed and fileless malware. 

https://docs.docker.com/registry/deploying/#importantrequired-http-headers
https://docs.docker.com/registry/deploying/
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/cryptojacking-docker-images-for-mining-monero/#menu-item-81229:~:text=We%20identified%20a%20malicious%20Docker%20Hub,pulled%20more%20than%20two%20million%20times.
https://twitter.com/intezerlabs/status/1349707053145722880
https://twitter.com/intezerlabs
https://protect.intezer.com/signup
https://protect.intezer.com/signup


Conclusion
Keeping a secure and updated containerized environment 
significantly reduces the likelihood of getting attacked.

At the same time, new exploits, techniques and malware make it 
nearly impossible to stay fully protected against attacks just by 
performing vulnerability assessment and configuration checks in 
pre-runtime. 

Prioritizing runtime security provides immediate visibility into all code 
running on your systems and detects attacks when they occur.

Intezer Protect is a great place to start to ensure your cloud 
environments are running only trusted code round-the-clock.

Any unauthorized code that deviates from your secure baseline is 
quickly flagged and can be terminated on demand.

https://www.intezer.com
https://protect.intezer.com/signup

